
Increase 

11-06-15 
HP) My little one, you have no idea yet what a powerhouse you are and of what Might 
you are soon to walk in; (beautiful purple) you must allow the explosive increases I 
spoke of; 
HH) silence emboldens; receive it; there is so much to do; so much ground to cover; 
be at peak alertness; every eye you have watching; recognizing; alerting the body; 
remember to use the shield; increases, increases, increases, pay attention to the 
increases; waste not; shy not away from the magnitude of what is ahead; yes, all is 
well; with Me in control; allow Me control 

3-21-15 
HH) share for the increase to begin; 

3-22-15 
HH) allow My given wisdom to increase; much is needed; (Red) help them grasp; 
allow commitment to increase; solidify and increase; pure unadulterated commitment 
as is Mine; must be; must be; understand  

3-27-15 
HH) your silence allowed Me to bring about external blessings I desire for you into 
completion; returning them back to Me brings more increase for Us both; a principle 
of increase; (Red) bless, bless, bless; always be a blessing  

4-01-15 
HP) (At wisdom and understanding after activating I knew something was happening 
in my head, so I waited until He spoke.) done; prepare ye the way; many to bless 
HH) sanctified; surroundings sanctified; for you; your hands full of blessings, your 
hands full of blessings, your hands full of blessings; disburse; lift to see the increase 
to come; (I saw Red and it was filling my vision and then going out way beyond my 
vision in all directions never leaving a gap. I knew commitment was increasing, 
expanding.) (Red) I know you are blessed by it as am I; tell of it; may it ever 
increase and expand 

4-02-15 
L) Keep pushing forward; allowing the increase; be ever mindful of the increase; 
increases vital; careful, careful words 

4-15-15 
HP) Yes, lift up praise to Me; I appreciate your adoration and praise; I receive; that 
it may increase; increase in intensity; value; yes, it has value and worth; know that 
HH) I feel your love for Me; keep it flowing between Us; that it may increase; 

4-25-15 
HH) you offer Me much; write it; I return to you with increase; (I could feel 
something in my outstretched hands.) yes, you give to Me, I give to you, back and 
forth; as it should be; thank you;  



5-12-15 
HH) use what I have given each of you; use all I have given; nothing must be idle; I 
desire to give more; use that all may increase;  

6-03-15 
HH) understand My edicts; forbid frustration; it must not be allowed; deny its 
increase; must, must; it cannot be let in; immediately recognize and reject it and its 
fruits; aware of your mantles, purposes; 

6-05-15 
HP) note My increases; dip into My bounty; drink of it; My sustenance; pure 
nutrition; take from Me daily; My Bride, My Bride, partake of Me; 
HH) thought processes quickening; be not surprised; reap from the increases; reap, 
reap; be it so as I have spoken; harken; 

6-12-15 
L) Prepare, Prepare; keep selves prepared; slack not; receive the increases; let 
the increases increase; spiraling up and up; aware of them; take not for granted; 
put each to use; My use 

6-21-15 
HH) strict measures; it is time for strict measures for you each; be encouraged; you 
are ready for this step; it must be; may your strength increase and may your increase 
increase and that increase increase; on and on and on; understand; hinder it not; 
in any way; any manner; My Chosen, enter willingly into this law of increase; My 
established unfailing law; expect; act upon this expecting; reap the benefits; do it 

7-11-15 
L) Abundance; partake of My abundance; (Thank You, Father. How would You have 
me do that?) receive as I give; it shall increase; It is My law; My law of increase is 
there for My people to put to use; believe, trust, receive; again and again 

10-17-15 
HH) worry not; tell them worry not; blessings multiplied; increasing in number and 
worth; understand; more than only in numbers; all increases have more than one 
dimension; hence facets;  

4-25-16 
HP) (As I was thanking and praising Father and Jesus, I for some reason blew out 
and said, ìI give You my breath.î) now there is room for more increase; new life; 
within; substantial; now good reason to expect;  

6-12-16 
L) Immanent Praising; expansion increasing at increasing rates; Bride, thank you; 
Praise becoming a true part of your beings; I am pleased 
HP) rejuvenated; rejuvenation continuing; allow; your efforts, efforts, efforts, Bride, 
making huge inroads; key in on the expansion 
Immanent: 2. present throughout the universe: said of God 



7-10-16 
HP) exponential increases; keep sending; expansion expanding; great efforts, 
Bride, great efforts; aware, aware of Our progress; 
HH) be ready to allow Me utterance; your understanding is ever increasing; be it so; 
be it so;  

9-07-16 
HH) magnitude; your obedience, Child; your obedience, Child, your obedience, 
Child; (I hesitated after writing the first 2 your obediences, Child, wondering if He 
would show it a third time.) yes, put it in place; be it now so, be it now so, be it now 
so; increases have grown into magnitudes; undeniable magnitudes;  

12-18-16 
L) Overflowing increases; take into account; their worth; their value; their use; 
their duties; see it all, see it all; the bounty; waste it not; keep all active, on course


